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a b s t r a c t
We propose a unified approach to the so-called Special Functions of Fractional Calculus
(SFs of FC), recently enjoying increasing interest from both theoretical mathematicians and
applied scientists. This is due to their role as solutions of fractional order differential and
integral equations, as the better mathematical models of phenomena of various physical,
engineering, automatization, chemical, biological, Earth science, economics etc. nature.
Our approach is based on the use of Generalized Fractional Calculus (GFC) operators.
Namely, we show that all the Wright generalized hypergeometric functions (W.ghf-s)
pΨ q(z) can be represented as generalized fractional integrals, derivatives or differ-integrals
of three basic simpler functions as cosq−p(z), exp(z) and 1Ψ 0(z) (reducible in particular to
the elementary function zα(1 − z)β , the Beta-distribution), depending on whether p < q,
p = q or p = q+ 1 and on the values of their indices and parameters. In this way, the SFs
of FC can be separated into three classes with similar behaviour, and also new integral and
differential formulas can be derived, useful for computational procedures.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Special Functions (abbreviated as SFs) constitute a very old branch of mathematics; the origins of their unified and rather
complete theory date to the nineteenth century. From the point of view of the applied scientists and engineers dealing with
the practical application of differential equations, the role of SFs as an important tool of mathematical analysis rests on the
following fact. Most of these named functions (among them: the Bessel and all cylindrical functions; the Gauss, Kummer,
confluent and generalized hypergeometric functions; the classical orthogonal polynomials, the incomplete Gamma- and
Beta-functions and Error functions, the Airy, Whittaker etc. functions) provide solutions to integer order(!) differential
equations and systems, used as mathematical models. However, recently there has been an increasing interest in and
widely extended use of differential equations and systems of fractional order (that is, of arbitrary order), as better models of
phenomena of various physical, engineering, automatization, biological and biomedical, chemical, Earth science, economic,
etc. nature. The so-called ‘‘Special Functions of Fractional Calculus’’ (SFs of FC) are then the necessary tool, related to the
theory of differentiation and integration of arbitrary order (i.e. FC) and to the fractional order (or multi-order) differential
and integral equations, that needs now its unified presentation and extensive development.
The definitions, properties and well known examples of the Special Functions of Mathematical Physics (we shall call them
also ‘‘Classical Special Functions’’) can be found in a long list of handbooks of the ‘‘Classical Calculus’’ era; as an example
we mention here just the Bateman Project [1]. From a contemporary point of view, almost all of these SFs can be seen as
generalized hypergeometric pF q-functions, or more generally, asMeijer’s G-functions. Such extended lists of representations
are presented in many ‘‘after 1980’’ handbooks and monographs, like [2–10]. Then, these tables of G-functions and a few of
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their basic properties can allowa ‘‘beginner’’ to find out relations between two special functions, to evaluate integrals of them
or determine their specific differential and asymptotic properties, to find out solutions of integer order differential equations
from the general ODE satisfied by theMeijerG-functions, etc., ‘‘forgetting’’ the particular facts on eachnamed function spread
over classical handbooks. Nowadays, the classical SFs can also be easily recognized andworked with efficiently, bymeans of
software packages for analytical calculus such asMathematica, Maple, Matlab, etc. See for example the extensive information
at Wolfram’s site, http://functions.wolfram.com/.
Another point of view, even on the Classical SFs, is to reduce them to some simpler and well known special or basic
elementary functions, by using the operators of the Fractional Calculus (FC), see e.g. [11], and the Generalized Fractional
Calculus (GFC), in the sense of Kiryakova [7]. This approach, following ideas of some older papers like Lavoie, Osler and
Tremblay [12], has been developed in the author’s works as [7, Ch. 4], [13], and partly suggested in a recent one, [14]. Thus,
we have demonstrated that all the pF q-functions, that is, almost all the special functions of mathematical physics, can be
represented as (generalized) fractional integrals or derivatives of the three elementary functions, depending on whether
p < q, p = q or p = q+1. Relations of this kind provide also some alternative definitions for the special functions bymeans
of Poisson type and Euler type integral representations and Rodrigues type differential formulas.
In this paper we propose similar representations for the SFs of FC, as operators of the generalized fractional calculus of
three basic simpler functions. Instead of the GFC operators in the sense of Kiryakova [7], we need to use here some more
general operators introduced by Kalla, Galue and Srivastava [15,16]. As applications of this approach, for the SFs of FCwe can
derive a new classification scheme, new integral and differentiation formulas, and some computational algorithms. Besides,
this allows a simplified propaedeutic view on the special functions, reducing and comparing them to three basic functions. For
example, it allows the applied scientists and engineers (who may not be experts in SFs but need to use their tools) to think
of them as fractional integrals and derivatives (operators, in a sense preserving the asymptotics and some basic behaviour)
of either trigonometric, exponential or Beta-distribution functions, well known to them.
2. Definitions of the basic special functions of fractional calculus
A typical feature of the Special Functions of Fractional Calculus, in the case of true non-integer values of indices (or of
the orders of differential equations satisfied), is that these special functions do not fall in the G- and pF q-functions scheme!
Examples of this class of special functions that we are concerned with in this work, are: the Mittag-Leffler function, the
Wright–Bessel (Bessel–Maitland) functions, theWright generalized hypergeometric functions pΨ q, the Fox H-function, and
an increasing number of their specifications. One of the most illustrative examples of SFs of FC, involving sets of ‘‘fractional’’
(multi-) indices and closely related to the operators and equations of fractional (multi-)order, are the so-called ‘‘multi-index
Mittag-Leffler functions’’ (multi-M-L f-s), introduced and studied by Kiryakova, e.g. in [17–19]; and also by Luchko [20]—
under the name ‘‘Mittag-Leffler functions of vector index’’. Many recent papers dedicated to the SFs of FC and to their various
applications in solving problems from control theory, mechanics, physics, engineering, economics, etc. can be found in
the specialized journal ‘‘Fractional Calculus and Applied Analysis’’ (ISSN 1311-0454, Vol. 1–Vol. 12, 1998–2009), available
online at http://arxiv.org//www.math.bas.bg/~fcaa; see also the other books and papers referred to here, as well as their
bibliographical lists.
Here we provide definitions and brief information on the SFs of FC. All of these functions that we consider are special
cases of the Fox H-function.
Definition 1. The Fox H-function is a generalized hypergeometric function, defined by means of the Mellin–Barnes type
contour integral,
Hm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣∣ (aj, Aj)p1(bk, Bk)q1
]
= 1
2pi i
∫
L
Hm,np,q (s)z
−sds, z 6= 0, (1)
whereL is a suitable contour (of three possible types in C:L−∞,L∞, (γ − i∞, γ + i∞)), the orders (m, n, p, q) are non-
negative integers such that 0 ≤ m ≤ q, 0 ≤ n ≤ p, the parameters Aj > 0, Bk > 0 are positive, and aj, bk, j = 1, . . . , p; k =
1, . . . , q, can be arbitrary complex such that Aj(bk+ l) 6= Bk(aj− l′− 1), l, l′ = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; j = 1, . . . , n; k = 1, . . . ,m, and
the integrand (i.e. the Mellin transform of (1)) has the form
Hm,np,q (s) =
m∏
k=1
0(bk + Bks)
n∏
j=1
0(1− aj − Ajs)
q∏
k=m+1
0(1− bk − Bks)
p∏
j=n+1
0(aj + Ajs)
. (1′)
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Define also
ρ =
p∏
j=1
A
−Aj
j
q∏
k=1
BBkk ; 1 =
q∑
k=1
Bk −
p∑
j=1
Aj;
µ =
q∑
k=1
bk −
p∑
j=1
aj + p− q2 ; a
∗ =
n∑
j=1
Aj −
p∑
j=n+1
Aj +
m∑
k=1
Bk −
q∑
k=m+1
Bk.
(2)
Then (1) is an analytic function of z in circle domains |z| < ρ (or sectors of them, or in the whole C), depending on the
parameters in (2) and the contours. For all details see the above mentioned books, [2–10].
When all Aj = Bk = 1, j = 1, . . . , p; k = 1, . . . , q, in (1′), the H-function (1) reduces to the simpler (yet very wide
ranged) Meijer’s G-function, denoted by Gm,np,q
[
z
∣∣∣(aj)p1
(bk)
q
1
]
; see [1, Vol. 1] and all above mentioned books. Let us note that the
Classical SFs can be all presented in terms of the G-f unction.
Themost typical example of a special function which is a FoxH-function (practically all of them are!) but is not reducible
to a Meijer G-function in the general case (of irrational Aj, Bk) is as follows.
Definition 2. The Wright generalized hypergeometric function pΨ q(z), called also the Fox–Wright function (F–W ghf), is
defined as
pΨq
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣ z] = ∞∑
k=0
0(a1 + kA1) · · ·0(ap + kAp)
0(b1 + kB1) · · ·0(bq + kBq)
zk
k! (3)
= H1,pp,q+1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣ (1− a1, A1), . . . , (1− ap, Ap)(0, 1), (1− b1, B1), . . . , (1− bq, Bq)
]
. (4)
For A1 = · · · = Ap = 1, B1 = · · · = Bq = 1, in (3) and (4), the functions reduce to a pFq-function and a G-function,
respectively:
pΨq
[
(a1, 1), . . . , (ap, 1)
(b1, 1), . . . , (bq, 1)
∣∣∣∣ z] = cpFq(a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bq; z) = ∞∑
k=0
(a1)k · · · (ap)k
(b1)k · · · (bq)k
zk
k!
= G1,pp,q+1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣ 1− a1, . . . , 1− ap0, 1− b1, . . . , 1− bq
]
; c =
[
p∏
j=1
0(aj) /
q∏
k=1
0(bk)
]
, (a)k := 0(a+ k)/0(a). (5)
Among the most popular SFs of FC is the simplest pΨq(z)-function with p = 0, q = 1, called theWright function when
denoted as ϕ(α, β; z) or the Bessel–Maitland (Wright–Bessel) functionwhen denoted as Jµν , as a fractional index analogue of
the Bessel function Jν . We discuss these functions in detail later.
The Mittag-Leffler function, called the ‘‘Queen’’-function of FC (in [21]), has also recently become a very popular and
exploited SF of FC. It was introduced by Mittag-Leffler (1903–1905), studied and generalized to two indices also by Wiman
(1905), Agarwal (1953), Humbert (1953), and a description of the basic properties appeared in the Bateman Project [1, Vol.
3], in a chapter devoted to ‘‘miscellaneous functions’’, and later in Dzrabashjan’ s book [22]. Unfortunately, for many years it
continued to be unknown to themajority of applied scientists andmathematicians, simply because it has been ignored in the
common handbooks on (classical) special functions and in the tables of Laplace transforms, despite its applications, yet in 1931
Hille and Tamarkin provided a solution, in terms of this function, of the Abel integral equation of the second kind. The Queen
era of the M-L function started recently, along with the revival of the classical FC, when it was recognized as providing solutions
to fractional (arbitrary) order differential equations, modeling fractional order control systems [8], fractional viscoelastic
models [23], continuous random walks - as the waiting time density corresponding to a master equation with fractional
time derivative of order α and type β [24], for solving various fractional order differential and integral equations, and this
stimulated fractional analysts to develop new analytical and numerical results for them. See also in: [7, Appendix], Gorenflo
and Mainardi [21], Kilbas, Srivastava and Trujillo [9]; many papers in the ‘‘FCAA’’ journal, etc.
Definition 3. TheMittag-Leffler functions Eα and Eα,β , defined by the power series
Eα(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk
0(αk+ 1) , Eα,β(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk
0(αk+ β) , α > 0, β > 0, (6)
are ‘‘fractional index’’ (α > 0) extensions of the exponential and trigonometric functions like
exp(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk
0(k+ 1) , cos z =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kz2k
0(2k+ 1) ,
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satisfying ODEs Dny(λz) = λny(λz) of first and second order (n = 1, 2).
Indeed, in the case of (6), we have fractional order (FO) differential equations. For example, the so-called α-exponential
function, or Rabotnov function, yα(z), satisfies the simplest one with a fractional order (FO) derivative:
Dαyα(z) = λyα(z), yα(z) = zα−1Eα,α(λzα), α > 0. (7)
More complicated FO differential and integral equations solved by means of M-L functions can be seen in [11,25,8,9], etc.
Each M-L function Eα(z), Eα,β(z) is an entire function of order ρ = 1/α and of type 1 - in a sense, the simplest entire
function of this order. More details on the asymptotics, Laplace transforms, and basic properties of the M-L functions, and
of the so-called special functions of M-L type Ek(z, λ;α, β) := zαk+β−1E(k)α,β(λzα), k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., can be found e.g. in
Podlubny [8].
The M-L functions of irrational index α 6= p/q are examples of Fox’s H-functions (1) not reducible to G-functions, i.e. they
are typical SF of FC:
Eα,β(z) = 1Ψ1
[
(1, 1)
(β, α)
∣∣∣∣ z] = H1,11,2 [−z ∣∣∣∣ (0, 1)(0, 1), (1− β, α)
]
. (8)
Examples of them can be found in the survey [14]. Several generalizations of M-L function (6) have been considered
recently by taking parameters, additional to α, β , as ρ > 0, l ∈ C,m ∈ R. See for example in Kilbas et al. [26,27,9], also for
their relations to FC operators:
Eρα,β(z) =
∞∑
k=0
(ρ)k
0(αk+ β)
zk
k! , Eα,m,l(z) =
∞∑
k=0
ckzk, (9)
where ck =∏k−1j=0 0[α(jm+ l)+ 1]/0(α(jm+ l+ 1)+ 1].
Recently we have introduced and studied (see e.g. [17–19,14]) a class of special functions of Mittag-Leffler type that
are multi-index analogues of Eα,β(z). We replaced the indices α := 1/ρ, and β := µ, by two sets of multi-indices α →
(1/ρ1, 1/ρ2, . . . , 1/ρm) and β → (µ1, µ2, . . . , µm). The same functions have been considered also by Luchko [20], called
by him Mittag-Leffler functions of vector index.
Definition 4. Let m > 1 be an integer, ρ1, . . . , ρm > 0 and µ1, . . . , µm be arbitrary real (complex) numbers. By means of
these ‘‘multi-indices’’, themulti-index Mittag-Leffler functions (multi-M-L f-s) are defined as
E
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(z) := E(m)
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk
0(µ1 + k/ρ1) · · ·0(µm + k/ρm) (10)
= 1Ψm
 (1, 1)
(µi,
1
ρi
)m1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ z
 = H1,11,m+1
−z
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(0, 1)
(0, 1), (1− µi, 1
ρi
)m1
 . (11)
This is a Wright generalized hypergeometric function pΨq as well as a Fox H-function.
In the survey papers by Kiryakova [19,14], one can find several propositions stating the basic properties of the functions
(10) and an unexpectedly long list of their examples, being SFs of FC, or classical SFs, all of themwith important applications
in solving various integer order and fractional order models.We list below only some of them, whose notation and definitions
will be necessary in our subsequent exposition.
Examples of the multi-index M-L functions
• For m = 1, this is the classical M-L function E1/ρ,µ(z) with all its special cases, including also the α-exponential function
or Rabotnov function (7): yα(z) = zα−1Eα,α(λz).
• Form = 2, the function (10) denoted asΦρ1,ρ2(z;µ1, µ2) = E(2)( 1ρ 1, 1ρ 2),(µ1,µ2)(z) isDzrbashjan’sM-L type function from [28].
Some of its particular cases are: the M-L function (6); the Bessel function Jν(z) = (z/2)νE(1,1),(ν+1,1)(−z2/4); Struve and
Lommel functions sµ,ν(z), Hν(z) = const.sν,ν(z) (see [1, Vol.2]).
The entire function called theWright function, as the simplest Wright ghf, can be seen now to be a case of the multi-M-L
function withm = 2:
φ(α, β; z) =
∞∑
k=0
1
0(αk+ β)
zk
k! = 0Ψ1
[ −
(β, α)
∣∣∣∣ z] = E(2)(α,1),(β,1)(z). (12)
Initially, Wright defined (12) only for α > 0, then extended its definition to α > −1. It plays an important role in the
solution of linear partial fractional differential equations as the fractional diffusion-wave equation studied by Nigmatullin
(1984–1986 - to describe the diffusion process in media with fractal geometry, 0 < α < 1) and by Mainardi et al.
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(1994; see e.g. [29] - for propagation of mechanical diffusive waves in viscoelastic media, 1 < α < 2). In the form
M(z;β) = φ(−β, 1 − β;−z), β := α/2, it has recently been called also the Mainardi function; see [8, Ch. 1]. In our
notation, it is M(z;β) = E(2)(−β,1),(1−β)(−z) and has examples like: M(z; 1/2) = 1/
√
pi exp(−z2/4) and the Airy function:
M(z; 1/3) = 32/3Ai(z/31/3).
In other forms and notation, the Wright function is known as the Wright–Bessel function, or misnamed as the Bessel–
Maitland function, ν ∈ R, µ > −1:
Jµν (z) = φ(µ, ν + 1;−z) =
∞∑
k=0
(−z)k
0(ν + kµ+ 1)k!
= 0Ψ1
[ −
(ν + 1, µ)
∣∣∣∣− z] = H1,00,2 [ z ∣∣∣∣ −(0, 1), (−ν, µ)
]
= E(2)(1/µ,1),(ν+1,1)(−z), (13)
again an example of the Dzrbashjan function. It is an obvious ‘‘fractional index’’ analogue of the classical Bessel function
Jν(z) = c(z/2)0F1(z2/4) or,more exactly, of the Bessel–Clifford function Cν(z). Nowadays, several further ‘‘fractional indices’’
generalizations of Jν(z) are exploited, and we can present them asmulti-M-L functions! Such one is the so-called generalized
Wright–Bessel (Wright–Lommel) function, due to Pathak (1966–1967; see e.g. in [5–7]), ν, λ ∈ R, µ > 0:
Jµν,λ(z) = (z/2)ν+2λ
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(z/2)2k
0(ν + kµ+ λ+ 1)0(λ+ k+ 1)
= (z/2)ν+2λE(2)(1/µ,1),(ν+λ+1,λ+1)
(−(z/2)2) , (14)
including, for µ = 1, the Lommel (and thus, also the Struve) functions J1ν,λ(z) = constS2λ+ν−1,ν(z); see e.g. in [1, Vol. 2].
Next, there is the generalized Lommel–Wright function with four indices, introduced by de Oteiza, Kalla and Conde [30],
r > 0, n ∈ N, ν, λ ∈ C:
J r,nν,λ(z) = (z/2)ν+2λ
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(z/2)k
0(ν + kr + λ+ 1)0(λ+ k+ 1)n
= (z/2)ν+2λE(n+1)(1/r,1,...,1),(ν+λ+1,λ+1,...,λ+1)
(−(z/2)2) . (15)
This is an interesting example of a multi-M-L function withm = n+ 1.
Series in systems of the fractional indices analogues (13)–(15) of the Bessel functions in the complex domain have been
studied recently by Paneva-Konovska (see e.g. [31,32]), as Cauchy–Hadamard, Abel and Tauber type theorems.
• For arbitrarym ≥ 2:∀ρi = ∞ (1/ρi = 0) and ∀µi = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m, from definition (10),
E(0,0,...,0),(1,1,...,1)(z) =
∞∑
k=0
zk = 1
1− z , is the geometric series.
• Consider the casem ≥ 2, ∀ρi = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m. Then,
E(m)(1,1,...,1),(µi+1)(z) = 1Ψm
[
(1, 1)
(µi, 1)m1
∣∣∣∣ z] =
[
m∏
i=1
0(µi)
]−1
1Fm (1;µ1, µ2, . . . , µm; z)
reduces to a 1Fm-function and to a Meijer’s G
1,1
1,m+1-function. Denote µi = γi + 1, i = 1, . . . ,m, and let additionally one of
the µi be 1, e.g., µm = 1, i.e. γm = 0. Then the multi-M-L function becomes a hyper-Bessel function, in Delerue’s sense [33]
(see [7], App., (D.30) and Ch. 3):
J (m−1)γi,...,γm−1(z) =
( z
m
)m−1∑
i=1
γi
E(m)(1,1,...,1),(γ1+1,γ2+1,...,γm−1+1,1)
(
−
( z
m
)m)
=
[
m−1∏
i=1
0(γi + 1)
]−1 ( z
m
)m−1∑
i=1
γi
0Fm−1
(
γ1 + 1, γ2 + 1, . . . , γm−1 + 1;−
( z
m
)m)
. (16)
In view of the above relation, functions (10) and (11) with arbitrary (ρ1, . . . , ρm) 6= (1, . . . , 1) can be seen as fractional
indices analogues of the hyper-Bessel functions (16), which themselves are multi-indices (but integer) analogues of the Bessel
function. Functions (16) are closely related to the hyper-Bessel operators, introduced by Dimovski [34], and studied in [35–
37] (see full details in Kiryakova et al. [7, Ch. 3]), and to the normalized hyper-Bessel functions, known also as Bessel–Clifford
functions of m-th order:
Cν1,...,νm(z) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kzk
0(ν1 + k+ 1) · · ·0(νm + k+ 1)k! = E
(m+1)
(1,...,1),(ν1+1,...,νm+1,1)(−z). (17)
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• One may consider multi-index analogues of the Rabotnov (α-exponential function), with all µi = 1/ρi = α > 0, i =
1, . . . ,m:
y(m)α (z) = zα−1E(m)(α,...,α),(α,...,α)(zα) = zα−1
∞∑
k=0
zαk
[0(α + αk)]m ; α = 1 :
∞∑
k=0
zk
[k!]m . (18)
For rational values of∀ρi, i = 1, . . . ,m, the functions (10) are reducible toMeijer’s G-functions (that is, to classical special
functions). But for true arbitrary (including irrational) indices, these form an important class of SFs of FC. In the paper
by Ali, Kiryakova and Kalla [38], it is shown that the multi-index M-L functions appear as solutions of differential equations
of fractional multi-order (1/ρ1, 1/ρ2, . . . , 1/ρm), involving generalized fractional derivative operators, for example of the
form D˜E
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(λz) = λE
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(λz), λ 6= 0. For these operators, an operational calculus is based on both the convolutional
approach of Dimovski [39] and on a Laplace type integral transform, studied by Al-Mussalam, Kiryakova and Vu Kim Tuan [40].
This integral transform is an H-transform, a natural generalization of the Obrechkoff integral transform that serves in the
operational calculus for the hyper-Bessel operators and hyper-Bessel functions; see e.g. [37], [7, Ch. 3].
As a further extension of both multi-M-L functions (10) and generalized M-L functions (9), we would like to emphasize
the functions appearing in Al-Bassam and Luchko [41] and Kilbas, Srivastava and Trujillo [9], p. 47:
Eρ((αj, βj)1,m; z) =
∞∑
k=0
(ρ)k
m∏
j=1
0(αjk+ βj)
zk
k! =
1
ρ
1Ψm
[
(ρ, 1)
(β1, α1), . . . , (βm, αm)
∣∣∣∣ z] . (19)
3. Operators of generalized fractional calculus
The Generalized Fractional Calculus (GFC) is a theory dealing with generalized operators of integration and differentiation
of fractional (arbitrary) order. In [7] such a completed theory has been developed and many of its applications have been
illustrated, among them those to the theory and classification of the classical special functions (pFq-functions), in Ch. 4. In
our case, the GFC is based on compositions of a finite number (m > 1) of classical fractional integration and differentiation
operators, but written by means of single integral operators involving special functions in their kernels, namely G- and
H-functions. The basic operators of the classical FC that we are using as components are the Erdélyi–Kober (E–K) fractional
integrals (see more in books [11], [7, Ch. 2], [8,9])
Iγ ,δβ f (z) =
1
0(δ)
∫ 1
0
σ γ (1− σ)δ−1 f (zσ 1β ) dσ , (20)
and their corresponding E–K fractional derivatives, denoted by Dγ ,δβ . For γ = 0, β = 1, (20) reduces to the best known
Riemann–Liouville (R–L) operator of integration of order δ > 0: Iδ0+,z f (z) = Iδ f (z) = zδ I0,δ1 f (z). Correspondingly, Dγ ,δβ then
gets the form of the R–L fractional derivative, defined as Dδ f (z) := (d/dz)nIn−δ0+,z f (z), with n := [δ] + 1, the smallest integer≥δ. In theGFC, instead of the R–L and E–K operators of integration of fractional order, the notion of the generalized operators
of fractional integration is introduced, having the form
I˜ f (z) =
∫ ∞
0
σ λΦ(σ )f (zσ)dσ ,
with some suitable special function Φ(σ ) as the kernel function, so that there are analogues of the classical FC axioms.
In [7], the author introduced and developed GFC operators with kernels that areMeijer G-functions, andmore generally, Fox
H-functions of the specific form Φ(σ ) = Gm,0m,m(σ ) and Φ(σ ) = Hm,0m,m(σ ). In this way, it has been possible to generalize all
other integration and differentiation operators of fractional order, known up to then.
Definition 5. A generalized fractional integral, ormultiple E–K integral (of multiplicitym > 1), is defined bymeans of the sets
of real parameters (δ1, . . . , δm) (multi-order of integration), (γ1, . . . , γm) (multi-weight) and (β1 > 0, . . . , βm > 0), as
I˜ f (z) = I(γk),(δk)(βk),m f (z) :=
∫ 1
0
Hm,0m,m
 σ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(γk + δk + 1− 1
βk
,
1
βk
)m1
(γk + 1− 1
βk
,
1
βk
)m1
 f (zσ)dσ , (21)
if
∑m
k=1 δk > 0; and as the identity operator I˜ f (z) = f (z), if δ1 = δ2 = · · · = δm = 0.
The same operator can be represented, instead of using the Fox H-function (1), by means of the repeated integral
representation for the commutative product of classical E–K operators (20) (see decomposition Th. 5.2.1 in [7]):
I(γk),(δk)(βk),m f (z) :=
[
m∏
k=1
Iγk,δkβk
]
f (z) =
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
[
m∏
k=1
(1− σ)δk−1σ γkk
0(δk)
]
f
(
zσ 1/β11 · · · σ 1/βmm
)
dσ1 · · · dσm. (21′)
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The corresponding generalized fractional derivatives are defined by analogy with the idea of the R–L fractional derivative
Dδ (see e.g. in [11]), as differ-integral operators D(γk),(δk)(βk),m = DηI
(γk),(ηi−δk)
(βk),m
with integers ηk ≥ δk and auxiliary differential
operator Dη , a polynomial of z(d/dz) of degree η1 + · · · + ηm; see details in [7, Ch. 1, Ch. 5].
The GF integrals (21) and (21′) and the respective GF derivativesD(γk),(δk)(βk),m have already found extensive applications to the
theory of classical SFs; see e.g. [7,13,14]. However, for the purposes of treating the SFs of FC, that is the Wright ghf-s pΨq, it
happens that a further extension of the GFC operators is necessary. It is based, instead of on compositions (21′) of E–K fractional
integrals, on compositions of the so-calledWright–Erdélyi–Kober (W–E–K) operators of fractional integration, introduced by
Kalla, Galue and Srivastava [15,16]:
W γ ,δβ,λ f (z) := Iγ ,δβ,λ,1f (z) = λ
∫ ∞
0
σ λ(γ+1)−1J−λ/βγ+δ−λ(γ+1)/β(σ
λ)f (zσ)dσ , (22)
where β > λ > 0, δ ≥ 0, γ are real parameters and Jµν stands for the Wright–Bessel (Bessel–Maitland) function (13).
Using compositions of suchW–E–Koperators, Kalla, Galue and Srivastava [15,16] studied a generalization of the operators
(21) with the same kernel H-function and same structure, but with different parameters βk and λk.
Definition 6. For integer m ≥ 1 and real parameters βk > 0, λk > 0, δk ≥ 0, γk; k = 1, . . . ,m, the multiple W–E–K
fractional integral (of multi-order (δk)m1 ) is defined by
I˜ f (z) = I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z) :=
∫ ∞
0
Hm,0m,m
 σ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(γk + δk + 1− 1
βk
,
1
βk
)m1
(γk + 1− 1
λk
,
1
λk
)m1
 f (zσ)dσ , if m∑
k=1
δk > 0. (23)
In the case when ∀δk = 0 and ∀λk = βk, k = 1, . . . ,m, it is the identity operator: I˜ f (z) = f (z).
Observe that the ‘‘new’’ operator (23) extends the GF integral (21) by using two different sets of positive parameters
βk > 0, λk > 0, k = 1, . . . ,m, involved respectively in the upper and low rows of parameters of the kernel Hm,0m,m-function.
We will need to refer the readers to some of the basic operational properties of I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m and D
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
. Since the two
cited papers [15,16] are not easily available and contain a series of misprints, a few of them repeated in [13], we emphasize
definitions (22) and (23), and list below some of the basic facts. Basically, we suppose next
A =
m∑
k=1
1
λk
−
m∑
k=1
1
βk
≥ 0, δk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . ,m; p ≥ max
1≤k≤m
[−λk(γk + 1)] . (24)
Some operational properties of the multiple W–E–K operators:
bilinearity; commutativity; and decomposition: I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z) =
[
m∏
k=1
W γk,δkβk,λk
]
f (z); (25)
I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mI
(τk),(αk)
(εk),(ξk),n
f (z) = I((γk)m1 ,(τk)n1),((δk)m1 ,(αk)n1)
((βk)
m
1 ,(εk)
n
1),((λk)
m
1 ,(ξk)
n
1),m+n f (z); (26)
I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m{zp} = cpzp, cp =
m∏
k=1
0(γk + 1+ p/λk)
0(γk + δk + 1+ p/βk) ; incl. for p = 0, if ∀γk ≥ −1; (27)
I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mz
pf (z) = zpI(γk+p/λk),(δk+p/βk−p/λk)(βk),(λk),m f (z); (28)
I(γk+δk),(σk)(βk),(βk),m I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z) = I(γk),(δk+σk)(βk),(λk),m f (z) (generalized semigroup property); (29)
I(γk+δk),(σk)(λk),(βk),m I
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z) = I(γk),(δk+σk)(λk),(λk),m f (z) = I
(γk),(δk+σk)
(λk),m
f (z); (30){
I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m
}−1
f (z) = I(γk+δk),(−δk)(λk),(βk),m f (z); (inversion formula). (31)
Proofs of the above relations can be found in [15,16]. All of them follow in a way quite similar to that in [7, Ch. 5] and the
other author’s papers for the operators (21), and use the operational properties of theH-function. From the formal inversion
formula (31), as in the case of GFC in Kiryakova [7], one gets a hint on how to define properly generalized fractional ‘‘integrals’’
(23) of negative multi-order (−δ′1, . . . ,−δ′m), δ′k ≥ 0:
I
(γ ′k),(−δ′k)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z) =
m∏
r=1
η′r∏
j=1
[
γ ′r − δ′r + j−
1
βr
+ z
βr
d
dz
]
I
(γ ′k),(−δ′k+η′k)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z), with integers η′k ≥ δ′k ≥ 0. (32)
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Thenwe can introduce the corresponding generalized fractional derivativesD(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m bymeans of differ-integral operators,
as follows.
Definition 7. Under the assumptions of Definition 6, let us introduce the integers
ηk :=
{[δk] + 1, if δk is not integer,
δk, if δk is integer,
k = 1, . . . ,m,
and the auxiliary differential operator Dη as a polynomial of z ddz of degree η = η1 + · · · + ηm:
Dη =
[
m∏
r=1
ηr∏
j=1
(
z
βr
d
dz
+ γr + j
)]
. (33)
Then, themultiple W–E–K fractional derivatives (of multi-order (δk)m1 ), corresponding to integrals (23), are defined by means
of the differ-integral expressions
D˜f (z) = D(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m f (z) := DηI
(γi+δi),(ηi−δi)
(βi),(λi),m
f (z). (34)
Applying differential relation (3.29) of p. 151, [2], for the H-function, and properties (29)–(32) of the operators, it is seen
(as in [15], p. 170) that
D(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mI
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
f (z) = f (z).
Lemma 1. When λk = βk, k = 1, . . . ,m, the operators (23) and (34) coincide with the operators I(γk),(δk)(βk),m and D
(γk),(δk)
(βk),m
.
Proof. This is a corollary of the decomposition properties (21′) and (25), both of them proved either by mathematical
induction, or by theMellin transformmethod. Then, to show that for λ = β theW–E–K integral (22) reduces to the classical
E–K fractional integral (20), we have to establish the equivalence of the kernel functions of (21) and (23), in the ‘‘single’’ case
m = 1. This can be justified by using the H-function relations, available for example in Srivastava, Gupta and Goyal [4], as
formulas (2.6.1) and (2.2.4), respectively:
H1,01,1
[
σ
∣∣∣∣γ + δ + 1− 1/β, 1/βγ + 1− 1/β, 1/β
]
= βG1,01,1
[
σ β
∣∣∣∣γ + δ + 1− 1/βγ + 1− 1/β
]
= βσ β−1 (1− σ)
β
0(δ)
σ βγ ; (35)
H1,01,1
[
σ
∣∣∣∣γ + δ + 1− 1/β, 1/βγ + 1− 1/λ, 1/λ
]
= power series, same as for = λσ λ(γ+1−1/λ)J−λ/βγ+δ−(λ/β)(γ+1)(σ λ). (36)
A decomposition property holds also for the GF derivatives (34), as products of the respective W–E–K fractional derivatives
Dγk,δkβk,λk , k = 1, . . . ,m.
Observe the difference in the limits of integration in the integral operators (21) and (23)! Inmost of the operators of FC, such
as the R–L, E–K (20), operators (21), etc., the kernel functionsΦ(σ ) are taken to be analytic functions in the unit disk |σ | < 1
so that Φ(σ ) ≡ 0 for |σ | > 1, or vice versa. (As H-functions, they have a parameter 1 = 0.) Therefore, the integration is
taken within limits from 0 to 1 only (the so-called left-sided, or R–L type), or from 1 to∞ (called right-sided, or Weyl type).
In the case of the new operators (22) and (23), their kernelH-functions are ranged over the whole domain σ 6= 0, since their
parameter, as in (2), is1 > 0. 
The GFC operators (21) and (23) and the corresponding GF derivatives can be considered in various weighted variants
of spaces of continuous, Lebesgue integrable or analytic functions. The latter is most appropriate when treating the special
functions. Denote byHν(Ω) the class of weighted analytic functions in a domainΩ ⊂ C, starlike w.r.t. z = 0:
Hν(Ω) = {f (z) = z ν˜ f (z); f˜ (z) ∈ H(Ω)}, ν ∈ R; H0(Ω) := H(Ω).
Basically, in this paper,Ω is a disk:1R = {|z| < R}, R > 0.
Theorem 2. Let the conditions
γk > − ν
λk
− 1, δk ≥ 0, βk ≥ λk, k = 1, . . . ,m;
be satisfied. Then, the multiple W–E–K operator (23) preserves the power functions up to a constant multiplier, according to (27).
The image of a power series
f (z) = zν
∞∑
n=0
anzn = zν(a0 + a1z + · · ·) ∈ Hν(1R), where R = {lim sup
n→∞
n
√|an|}−1,
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is given by the series
f ∗(z) = I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z) = zν
∞∑
n=0
{
an
m∏
k=1
0(γk + 1+ (ν + n)/λk)
0(γk + δk + 1+ (ν + n)/βk)
}
zn, (37)
having the same signs of the coefficients as f (z), and a proportionally smaller radius of convergence: R∗ = R · P , with P ≤ 1.
In this sense, we can say that the operators (23) ‘‘reduce’’ the convergence domain proportionally, by a multiplier P := ∏mk=1[
λ
1/λk
k /β
1/βk
k
]
≤ 1.
Proof. Supposing that ∀γk > −ν/λk − 1,∀δk ≥ 0 and ∀βk ≥ λk, k = 1, . . . ,m, ensures p ≥ maxk [−λk(γk + 1)],
A = ∑mk=1 1/λk − ∑mk=1 1/βk ≥ 0, and all conditions required in (24). Based on (27), a term by term integration of
f (z) ∈ Hν(1R) (possible because the series f (z) is convergent in1R) leads to the power series
f ∗(z) = I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z) =
∞∑
n=0
anI
(γk),(δk)
(βk),(λk),m
{zν+n} = zν
∞∑
n=0
ancν+nzn = zν
∞∑
n=0
bn,
where the new coefficients are
bn = ancν+n = an
m∏
k=1
0(γk + 1+ (ν + n)/λk)
0(γk + δk + 1+ (ν + n)/βk) , cν+n > 0,
and so have the same signs as an, n = 0, 1, . . .. This is important, e.g. when dealing with classes of univalent functions. The
radius of convergence of the image series f ∗(z) = I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),mf (z), due to the Cauchy–Hadamard formula, is
R∗ = {lim sup
n→∞
n
√|bn|}−1 = {lim sup
n→∞
n
√|an| n√|cν+n|}−1.
The Stirling formula for the Gamma-function gives the asymptotic: 0(x+ b)/0(x+ a) ∼ xb−a, x→∞, and by its repeated
use we obtain (similarly to the evaluations done in [9, pp. 56–57], [42,43])
{ lim
n→∞ |cν+n|
1/n}−1 = P :=
m∏
k=1
[
(1/βk)1/βk/(1/λk)1/λk
] = m∏
k=1
[
λ
1/λk
k /β
1/βk
k
]
> 0. (38)
That is,
R∗ = R · P , with 0 < P ≤ 1⇒ R∗ ≤ R,
since, as is well known, the function r(x) = x1/x, x > 0, x ↑ ∞ is monotonically increasing, and so λ1/λkk ≤ β1/βkk , if ∀βk ≥
λk, k = 1, . . . ,m, as supposed to ensure A ≥ 0. 
The condition βk ≥ λk > 0; k = 1, . . . ,m, yielding A = ∑mk=1 1/λk −∑mk=1 1/βk ≥ 0, ensures also that R = ∞ ⇒
R∗ = R · P = ∞ as well. Thus, we have
Corollary 3. For the operators (23) to map entire functions into entire functions (that is, the case ν = 0, R = ∞), the following
conditions are sufficient:
γk > −1, δk ≥ 0, βk ≥ λk > 0; k = 1, . . . ,m. (39)
Corollary 4. For the operators (21) with ∀βk = λk, k = 1, . . . ,m, relation (38) gives P = 1, and then the series f (z) and its
image f ∗(z) have same radii of convergence, R∗ = R. Therefore, operators (21) preserve also weighted classes of analytic functions
Hν(Ω), in an arbitrary domainΩ , starlike w.r.t. the origin.
This is exactly Theorem 5.5.2 in Kiryakova [7], for operators (21); see therein for the proof.
4. Preliminary FC results for the Wright pΨq(z)-function
First, let us mention a well known property of the Wright generalized hypergeometric function, important in our
following considerations. It may be found, for example in handbook [9] (Th. 1.5), as well as in papers like [42, (Th. 1)],
[43, Lemma 1], together with a proof:
Lemma 5. Let aj, bk ∈ C, Aj, Bk ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , p; k = 1, . . . , q. Under the notation in (2) and (3),
(a) If 1 > −1, then the series pΨq(z) in (3) is absolutely convergent for all z ∈ C.
(b) If 1 = −1, then the series pΨq(z) is absolutely convergent in the disk1ρ = {|z| < ρ}, and for |z| = ρ , if R(µ) > 1/2.
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Corollary 6. In the above notation, if the condition1 =∑qk=1 Bk −∑pj=1 Aj > −1 is satisfied, then the ghf pΨq(z) is an entire
function of z.
According to the examples given in Section 2, the above statements, aswell as the ones coming below, hold true practically
for all the Special Functions of Fractional Calculus, say functions (3)–(18).
Lemma 7. Each W–E–K fractional integration operator (22) increases by 1 the p- and q-indices of a W.ghf pΨq(z), namely
W γ ,δβ,λ
{
pΨq
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣ z]} = p+1Ψq+1 [ (aj, Aj)p1; (γ + 1, 1/λ)(bk, Bk)q1; (γ + δ + 1, 1/β)
∣∣∣∣ z] . (40)
In other words:
Corollary 8. Each generalized Wright p+1Ψq+1-function, with1∗ =∑q+1k=1 Bk −∑p+1j=1 Aj > −1, can be represented in terms of
a W–E–K operator (22) of a pΨq-function; for example,
p+1Ψq+1
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap), (ap+1, Ap+1)
(b1, B1), . . . , (b1, Bq), (bq+1, Bq+1)
∣∣∣∣ z] = W ap+1−1,bq+1−ap+11/Bq+1,1/Ap+1 {pΨq [(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣ z]} . (41)
The conditions on the parameters of the W–E–K operator are: bq+1 ≥ ap+1, 1/Bq+1 ≥ 1/Ap+1. This yields that if p+1Ψq+1(z) is
an entire function, the original pΨq(z) in (41) is also an entire one.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 7 uses the known formula for the integral of a product of two Fox H-functions, from [2–4,9]; see
e.g. (E.21′) in [7, Appendix]:∫ ∞
0
σ α−1Hs,tu,v
[
~σ
∣∣∣∣(ci, Ci)u1(dl,Dl)v1
]
Hm,np,q
[
ωσ r
∣∣∣∣ (aj, Aj)p1(bk, Bk)q1
]
dσ
= ~−αHm+t,n+sp+v,q+u
[
ω
~r
∣∣∣∣ (aj, Aj)n1, (1− dl − αDl, rDl)v1, (aj, Aj)pn+1(bk, Bk)m1 , (1− ci − αCi, rCi)u1, (bk, Bk)qm+1
]
. (42)
Replacing in the definition of operator (22) the kernel Bessel–Maitland function by a H1,01,1 -function as in (36), and the pΨq-
function by aH1,pp,q+1-function as in (4), formula (42) gives aH
1,p+1
p+1,q+2-functionwhich is the required result in the r.h.s. in (40).
Note that the functions f ∗(z) = p+1Ψq+1(z) and f (z) = pΨq(z) in (40) have respective parameters1∗ and1, according to the
notation in (2), related as follows:1∗ = 1+( 1
β
− 1
λ
), and sinceβ ≥ λ is required for (22), thismeans1 = 1∗+( 1
λ
− 1
β
) ≥ 1∗.
In terms of relation (41), the condition β ≥ λ is written as 1/Bq+1 ≥ 1/Ap+1, i.e. Ap+1 ≥ Bq+1, and this means that if
1∗ =∑q+1k=1 Bk −∑p+1j=1 Aj > −1, then also1 =∑qk=1 Bk −∑pj=1 Aj > −1. Therefore, relations (40) and (41) are between
two entire functions and hold for all |z| <∞. 
Theorem 9. The image of a Wright generalized function pΨq(z) under a multiple W–E–K operator, is
I(γk),(δk)(βk),(λk),m
{
pΨq
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣ z]} = p+mΨq+m [ (aj, Aj)p1; (γk + 1, 1/λk)m1(bk, Bk)q1; (γk + δk + 1, 1/βk)m1
∣∣∣∣ z] . (43)
That is, each p+mΨq+m-function can be represented by means of a multiple (m-tuple) operator I˜ of GFC, of a pΨq-function, whose
orders are reduced by m:
p+mΨq+m
[
(aj, Aj)
p
j=1; (ap+i, Ap+i)mi=1
(bk, Bk)
q
k=1; (bq+i, Bq+i)mi=1
∣∣∣∣ z] = I˜ {pΨq [(aj, Aj)pj=1(bk, Bk)qk=1
∣∣∣∣ z]} , (44)
with
I˜f (z) = I(ap+i−1)mi=1,(bq+i−ap+i)mi=1
(1/Bq+1)mi=1,(1/Ap+1)mi=1,m
f (z). (45)
Proof. It follows in the same way as the previous one. Now, in the definition of (23) we substitute the H-function
representation (4) of pΨq and use again formula (42), giving a H
1,p+m
p+m,q+m+1-function, that is the r.h.s. of (43). In this case,
the image function has 1∗ = 1 − A, or 1 = 1∗ + A, A = ∑mk=1 1λk −∑mk=1 1βk with A ≥ 0 for the operator (23). Thus, if
p+mΨq+m is an entire function, so is pΨq with a parameter1 ≥ 1∗ > −1. 
Corollary 10. In view of the decomposition (25), it is seen that Theorem 9 comes from Lemma 7, bymeans of m-times application
of suitableW–E–K operators. Then, after a final number of p-steps, p−1-steps, or p−2-steps, each pΨq-function can be represented
as a multiple (respectively p-, p−1-, or p−2-tuple) W–E–K operator of one of the basicWright ghf-s: 0Ψq−p, 1Ψ1, 2Ψ1, depending
on whether p < q, p = q or p = q+ 1.
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This suggests paying special attention to these three simplest (with respect to minimal orders) pΨq-f unctions. The first case,
corresponding to p < q, is a more complicated one, especially if q − p > 1. It is discussed in some more detail, in view of
the Poisson type representations for pΨq, q > p and 0Ψn, n > 0, in our paper [14] (see also the next section, Theorem 15). In
the easiest case, q = p+ 1, and especially for the 0F1-function, i.e. the Bessel function, we have the Poisson integral formula
written in terms of a R–L fractional integral (if ν > −1/2) or R–L derivative (if ν < −1/2); see e.g. in [12,7,36]:
Jν(z) = (z/2)
ν
0(ν + 1) 0F1
(
ν + 1;−(z/2)2) = z−ν
2ν
√
pi
Iν+1/2
0+,z2
{ cos z
z
}
. (46)
For the other two basic cases, p = q and p = q+ 1, applying Corollary 8, we have:
Lemma 11. For b1 ≥ a1, A1 ≥ B1 (i.e. 1/B1 ≥ 1/A1), a 1Ψ1-function can be presented as a W–E–K operator (22) of the
exponential function:
1Ψ1
[
(a1, A1)
(b1, B1)
∣∣∣∣ z] = W a1−1,b1−a11/B1,1/A1 {exp z} , |z| <∞. (47)
Lemma 12. For A2 ≤ 1, A1 ≥ B1 and b1 ≥ a1, the W–E–K representation holds:
2Ψ1
[
(a1, A1), (a2, A2)
(b1, B1)
∣∣∣∣ z] = W a1−1,b1−a11/B1,1/A1 {1Ψ0 [(a2, A2)−
∣∣∣∣ z]}
= W a1−1,b1−a11/B1,1/A1
{
H1,11,1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣(1− a2, A2)(0, 1)
]}
, for |z| <∞, if A2 < 1; and for |z| < 1, if A2 = 1. (48)
Lemmas 11 and 12 are simple extensions of the FC representations, in terms of the E–K operators (20), of the classical
special functions, that are used essentially in Lavoie, Osler, Tremblay [12], and also in Kiryakova [7] (Lemmas 4.2.8 and
4.2.10), [13] (Eqs. (3.12) and (3.17)):
1F1(a1; b1; z) = (0(b1)/0(a1)) Ia1−1,b1−a11 {exp z} , (49)
2F1(a1, a2; b1; z) = (0(b1)/0(a1)) Ia1−1,b1−a11
{
(1− z)−a2} , |z| < 1. (50)
Note also that the 1-parameter of the 1Ψ0-function in (48) is 1 = −A2 > −1 for A2 < 1, and then this is an entire
function. Only in the case A2 = 1⇒ 1 = −1 this is an analytic function in |z| < 1, vanishing outside the unit disk. But this
is exactly the case for the particular relation (50).
5. The special functions of fractional calculus as fractional differ-integrals of three basic functions
Usually, the classical SFs (SFs of Mathematical Physics) are defined by means of power series representations. However,
some integral and differential representations can be also used as alternative definitions. Let us mention the well known
Poisson integral formula for the Bessel functions, and the analytical continuation of the Gauss hypergeometric function by
means of the Euler integral formula. The Rodrigues differential formulas, involving repeated (integer order) differentiation,
are often used as definitions for the classical orthogonal polynomials; and their fractional order differentiation analogues
are related to the respective special functions with non-integer indices. For example, according to (46), the Bessel function
Jν(z) can be defined as a Riemann–Liouville (R–L) fractional integral (the case of the Poisson integral) or R–L fractional
derivative (the analogue of the Rodrigues formulas) of the cosine function. The Gauss function can be seen as fractional
order integrals (or derivatives) of a function of the form zα(1− z)β (see (50)), while the confluent hypergeometric function
1F1 can be seen as an FC operator of the exponential function (see (49)). As for the other classical SF (most of them being
generalized hypergeometric pFq-functions), such representations were until recently less popular or even unknown. There
existed various integral and differential formulas for the SFs, but without a common idea to unify them. Such an inspirational
idea for considering the basic SFs: 0F1 (the Bessel function), 1F1 (the confluent function) and 2F1 (the Gauss function) as
(classical, R–L or E–K) fractional integrals or derivatives of some basic elementary functions (like representations (46), (49)
and (50)) can be found for example in a paper by Lavoie, Osler and Tremblay [12]. Recently further developments following
this trend, for other SFs and/or via the tools of the GFC, can be found in the books and surveys of Kiryakova et al. [7, Ch. 4],
[36,13,38], [14]; Prudnikov, Brychkov, Marichev [6]; Kilbas, Srivastava and Trujillo [9], Boyadjiev et al. [44,45], etc.
In the paper [13], and partly in Ch. 4 of the book [7],we have proven the following general proposition, using the operators
of GFC in the sense of [7], based on (21).
Theorem 13 ([13]). All the generalized hypergeometric functions pFq can be considered as generalized (q-multiple) fractional
integrals (21), or/and their respective generalized fractional derivatives D(γk),(δk)(βk),m , of one of the following three basic elementary
functions, depending on whether p < q, p = q or p = q+ 1:
cosq−p+1(z) (if p < q), zα exp z (if p = q), zα(1− z)β (if p = q+ 1). (51)
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Here the cosm-function is the generalized cosine function of m-th order (m ≥ 2):
y(z) = cosm(z) = 0Fm−1
(
(k/m)m−11 ;−(z/m)m
) = ∞∑
k=0
(−1)kzkm
(km)! , (52)
which is the solution of the IVP ofm-th order
y(m)(z) = −y(z); y(0) = 1, y′(0) = · · · = y(m−1)(0) = 0.
Whenm = 2, naturally we have the classical cos(z) = cos2(z).
Representations of the type (51) hold for all the (classical) special functions, being cases of the pFq-functions and G-functions,
this giving rise to the title of [13]. Practically, behind Theorem 13 there stay hidden three separate theorems, and several
lemmas and corollaries, with proofs going in their own way, but ruled by the following common idea: each pFq-function is
an E–K operator (of integration or differentiation) of a simpler p−1Fq−1-function; see [12,13]. Extension of this relation for
the SFs of FC is given now by Lemma 7 and Corollary 8. The particular statements provide, besides a new classification of the
classical SFs (as SFs of so-called ‘‘Bessel’’, ‘‘confluent’’, and ‘‘Gauss’’ type), also a long list of new integral and differential formulas
for them, and in some cases, algorithms for numerical evaluation; see partly in [13] and [7, Ch. 4]. Now,we continue this idea,
to show that the SFs of FC can also be presented as operators of the generalized fractional calculus (integrals or derivatives,
depending on the parameters’ values) of three basic simpler functions.
Thus, we can state an analogous result (given only as a suggestion in Kiryakova [13]) for the SFs of FC (being Wright’s
ghf-s):
Theorem 14. All theWright generalized hypergeometric functions pΨq can be represented asmultiple (q-tuple)W–E–K fractional
integrals (23), or their respective fractional derivatives (34), of one of the following three basic functions:
cosq−p+1(z) (if p < q), exp z (if p = q), 1Ψ0 [(a, A)|z] (if p = q+ 1). (53)
Proof. It follows from all the preliminary statements in Section 4. We use the fact that a multiple W–E–K operator (23) is
a commutative composition (25) of mW–E–K operators (22), and Corollary 8, representing each pΨq-function as a W–E–K
operator of a p−1Ψq−1-function. Thus, by q subsequent steps, following Theorem 9, we come to one of the simpler basic
functions cosq−p(z) (in this case passing intermediately through the ‘‘fractional index hyper-Bessel functions’’ 0Ψq−p), 1Ψ1
or 1Ψ0 = H1,11,1 . In the latter two cases, Lemmas 11 and 12 are used. For the case p < q we clarify the more complicated
procedure via the next given statements. 
Definition 8 (See [13]). By analogy with the hyper-Bessel functions (16), we call
0Ψm
[ −
(b1, B1), . . . , (bm, Bm)
∣∣∣∣− z] = H1,00,m+1 [ z ∣∣∣∣ −(0, 1), (1− b1, B1), . . . , (1− bm, Bm)
]
=
∞∑
k=0
zk
0(b1 + kB1) · · ·0(bm + kBm) . k! := J
B1,...,Bm
b1−1,...,bm−1(−z) (54)
the Wright hyper-Bessel functions. The latter notation is to remind us of the analogy with the hyper-Bessel functions (16),
when ∀Bk = 1. It is easy to observe now that (54) appear as special cases of the multi-index (with two sets of (m + 1)
indices) Mittag-Leffler functions (10), namely
JB1,...,Bmb1−1,...,bm−1(−z) = E(m+1)(1,B1,...,Bm),(1,b1,...,bm)(z).
We have then a result, which is an analogue to that provided by the Poisson–Dimovski transformation [35], [7, Ch. 3] for
the hyper-Bessel functions (16); see e.g. in the author’s works: [36], [7, Ch. 3, Ch. 4], [13,38]. It takes now the following form,
coming from Corollary 8: each Wright hyper-Bessel function 0Ψq−p can be represented by means of a Poisson type integral of the
cosp−q+1-function, namely
0Ψq−p
[ −
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq−p)
∣∣∣∣− z] = I( kq−p+1−1),(bk− kq−p+1 )( 1Bk ),(1),q−p
{
cosq−p+1
(
(q− p+ 1)z 1q−p+1
)}
. (55)
Thus, combining the p-times application of Corollary 8, the composition/decomposition property (25) and generalized
Poisson integral representation (55), we obtain the following:
Theorem 15. Each pΨq-function, p < q, is a generalized q-tuple W–E–K fractional (differ-)integral operator of cosq−p+1(z),
namely
pΨq
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣− z] = I(γk),(δk)( 1Bk ),(λk),q
{
cosq−p+1((q− p+ 1)z
1
q−p+1 )
}
, (56)
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with parameters as follows:
γk =

k
q− p+ 1 − 1,
ak−q+p − 1,
; δk =
bk −
k
q− p+ 1 ,
bk − ak−q+p,
; λk =
1, k = 1, . . . , q− p1Ak−q+p , k = q− p+ 1, . . . , q.
If the conditions
bk >
k
q− p+ 1 , k = 1, . . . , q− p; bk > ak−q+p > 0, k = q− p+ 1, . . . , q,
Bk ≥ 1, k = 1, . . . , q− p; Bk ≥ Ak−q+p, k = q− p+ 1, . . . , q
are satisfied, then relation (56) gives a Poisson type integral representation; otherwise the operator in the R.H.S. should be
interpreted as a multiple W–E–K derivative (34), and (56) turns into a new Rodrigues type formula, or a mixed differ-integral
representation.
In [14], we have given such a result, specified only for the case of the multi-M-L function (10). Using the representation of
E
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(z) as a 1Ψm-function with 1 < m, we derive there the following Poisson type integral representation, which can
serve as a corollary and illustration of Theorems 14 and 15.
Theorem 16 ([14]). For µk ≥ km , 0 < ρk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . ,m, the following Poisson type integral representation of the multi-
index M-L function E
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(z) holds in terms of the multiple W–E–K operator (23):
E
( 1ρ i
),(µi)
(−z) = c∗I( km−1)m1 ,(µk− km )m1
(ρk)
m
1 ,(1)
m
1 ,m
{
cosm(mz1/m)
}
(57)
= c∗
∫ 1
0
Hm,0m,m
[
σ
∣∣∣∣(µk − 1/ρk, 1/ρk)m1(k/m− 1, 1)m1
]
cosm
(
m(zσ)1/m
)
dσ , c∗ :=
√
m/(2pi)m−1. (57′)
In the case of arbitrary µk, E( 1ρ i),(µi)
(z) can be seen as either a generalized W–E–K fractional integral, or a generalized W–E–K
derivative (that is differ-integral, in particular differentiation) of the generalized cosine function of order m.
A proof of (57′), independent of the previous Theorems 14 and 15, follows by presenting all the functions involved as
H-functions, and evaluation of the R.H.S. as an integral of a product of two H-functions, according to the formula (42).
In the other two cases, p = q and p = q+ 1, the specific results illustrating Theorem 14 have the following forms:
Theorem 17. If p = q, each ghf pΨp(z) is an p-tuple W–E–K fractional integral of the exponential function, namely
pΨq
[
(a1, A1), . . . , (ap, Ap)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bp, Bp)
∣∣∣∣ z] = I(ak−1),(bk−ak)( 1Bk ),( 1Ak ),p {exp z}, |z| <∞, (58)
provided
bk > ak > 0 and Bk ≥ Ak > 0, k = 1, . . . , p. (59)
If for some indices k the inequalities between ak and bk are not as in (59), representation (58) turns into a differ-integral
one. Theorem 17 suggests separating the ghf-s pΨp into a class of so-called Wright ghf-s of confluent type, involving the
confluent hypergeometric function 1F1(a; b; x) = Φ(a; b; x) as a simplest case.
Analogously, we call the q+1Ψq-functionsWright ghf-s of Gauss type, and have the following specific result.
Theorem 18. Each Wright ghf of Gauss type pΨq, p = q+ 1, is a q-tuple Wright–Erdélyi–Kober fractional differ-integral of the
1Ψ0-function, generalizing the geometric series in (50):
q+1Ψq
[
(a0, A0), (a1, A1), . . . , (aq, Aq)
(b1, B1), . . . , (bq, Bq)
∣∣∣∣ z] = I(ak−1),(bk−ak)( 1Bk ),( 1Ak ),q
{
1Ψ0
[
(a0, A0)
−
∣∣∣∣ z]}
= I
( 1Bk
),( 1Ak
),q
{
H1,11,1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣(1− a0, A0)(0, 1)
]}
, for |z| <∞ (if A0 < 1), or |z| < 1 (if A0 = 1). (60)
For A0 ≤ 1 and bk > ak > 0, k = 1, . . . , p, it is an integral representation generalizing the Euler integral formula for the Gauss
hypergeometric functions. For other type inequalities between bk and ak, the operator in (60) is a mixture of differentiations and
integrations.
In particular, for A0 = 1 the basic function in the case p = q+ 1 reduces to the geometric series
1Ψ0
[
(a0, 1)
z
∣∣∣∣ =]H1,11,1 [−z ∣∣∣∣(1− a0, 1)(0, 1)
]
= G1,11,1
[
−z
∣∣∣∣1− a00
]
= (1− z)−a0 .
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6. Conclusion
The general statement of Theorem 14, and the specifications in Theorems 15–18, suggest a classification of the SF of FC into
three classes: ‘‘Bessel’’, ‘‘confluent’’ and ‘‘Gauss’’ type, depending on whether p < q, p = q or p = q + 1, and yield several
new integral and differential formulas for them, with possible hints for computational procedures. Details and comments in
this direction could be purposes of separate papers.
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